We present clustering properties from 579,492 Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) at z ∼ 4 − 6 over the 100 deg suggestive of the existence of the non-linear halo bias effect. Combining the HOD models and previous clustering measurements of faint LBGs at z ∼ 4 − 7, we investigate dark-matter halo mass (M h ) of the z ∼ 4−7 LBGs and its correlation with various physical properties including the star-formation rate (SFR), the stellar-to-halo mass ratio (SHMR), and the dark matter accretion rate (Ṁ h ) over a wide-mass range of M h /M ⊙ = 4 × 10 10 − 4 × 10
Introduction
Understanding galaxy formation and evolution is one of the important goals in modern astronomy. In the frameworks of Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) structure formation models, galaxies are thought to be formed in their dark matter halos through gas cooling (Rees & Ostriker 1977) . Since the efficiency of the gas cooling depends on the virial temperature and the gas number density which are related to the gravitational potential of the dark matter halo (Silk & Wyse 1993; Sutherland & Dopita 1993) , the dark matter halo mass, M h , is a key quantity to understand the galaxy formation physics. After their formation, galaxies evolve across cosmic time experiencing the gas accretion, feedback, and merger. These processes are also closely related to the host dark matter halo. If the baryonic gas accretes onto halos with dark matter, the average gas accretion rate is expected to be proportional to the dark matter accretion rate,Ṁ h ∝ M 1.1 h , from N-body simulations (e.g., Fakhouri et al. 2010; Behroozi et al. 2013b ). The supernovae (SN) and active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedbacks are thought to suppress star formation in low-and high-mass halos (Murray et al. 2005; Dekel et al. 2009; Kereš et al. 2009; Sugahara et al. 2017) , and the mass of the host halo (and its gravitational potential) is an important factor in the efficiency of the feedback processes. In addition, both major and minor merger rates are functions of M h (e.g., Fakhouri et al. 2010) . Thus, investigating the galaxydark matter halo connection in a wide mass range across cosmic time gives strong constraints on galaxy formation and evolution models.
There are primarily three methods widely used to statistically estimate the dark matter halo masses of galaxies (see also the satellite kinematics method; More et al. 2011, rotational curve method; Miller et al. 2014; Sofue 2016 ). The first is the weak lensing. In the weak lensing analysis, one measures the tangential shear of background galaxies by stacking, and calculates the halo mass needed to reproduce the observed weak lensing signals. The weak lensing analysis allows us to estimate the dark matter halo mass without any strong assumptions, because we can see the effect of the gravity directly. However, the weak lensing analysis cannot be applied at z > ∼ 2 due to the limited number of the background galaxies and their lower image quality. The second is the abundance matching. The abundance matching technique connects galaxies to their host dark matter haloes by matching the cumulative stellar mass function (or luminosity function) and the cumulative halo mass function. This technique is feasible even with a limited number of galaxies, because only one-point statistics is needed as an observable. However, one should make assumptions on a satellite galaxysubhalo relation and a scatter in the central galaxy-host halo relation, which is related to the duty cycle (c.f., Reddick et al. 2013) . The third is the clustering. In the clustering analysis, the clustering strength of galaxies is evaluated with the correlation function, and is compared to predictions of the ΛCDM structure formation models. Although the correlation strength is affected by the presence of satellite galaxies, the halo occupation distribution (HOD) model incorporates the effect of the satellite galaxies with the 1-and 2-halo terms. Thus the M h estimate is robust unless the applied structure formation models are wrong.
Some studies investigate the galaxy-dark matter halo connection at low redshift by combining these three methods. Leauthaud et al. (2012) study stellar-to-halo mass ratios (SHMRs) at 0.2 < z < 1.0 using the COSMOS survey data, and find a redshift evolution of the SHMR. Since the SHMR com-Investigating the galaxy-dark matter halo connection at high redshift is also important, because a significant evolution of the galaxy formation processes is inferred from the downturn of the cosmic star formation rate density (SFRD) at z > ∼ 2 (Madau & Dickinson 2014) . Recently we identify a redshift evolution of the SHMR at M h ∼ 10 11 M ⊙ both from z ∼ 0 to 4 and from z ∼ 4 to 7 via our HOD modeling with Hubble Space Telescope and early Hyper-Suprime Cam Subaru strategic program (HSC-SSP) survey data . However, the galaxy-halo connection is investigated only at the low mass halo of 4 × 10 10 M⊙ < M h < 3 × 10 11 M⊙ except at z ∼ 5 with the HSC data (c.f. Hatfield et al. 2017) . In addition, the satellite galaxy fraction is not constrained due to the small sample size of Harikane et al. (2016) , although it is sensitive probe of star formation in subhalos (c.f., Ishikawa et al. 2016b) . Abundance matching studies have probed the galaxydark matter halo connection in a wide halo mass range (e.g.,
10
11 M⊙ < M h < 10 13 M⊙; Moster et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013b ) at z ∼ 0 − 8, albeit with the uncertainties of the satellite galaxy and the scatter of the relation.
In this study, we investigate the galaxy-dark matter halo connection at z ∼ 4 − 6 based on wide and deep optical HSC (Miyazaki et al. 2012 ; see also Miyazaki et al. 2017; Komiyama et al. 2017; Furusawa et al. 2017; Kawanomoto et al. 2017) images recently obtained by the HSC-SSP survey (Aihara et al. 2017b) . Combined with the Hubble data from our previous study ) at z ∼ 4 − 7, we can probe the connection over two orders of magnitude in the dark matter halo mass, 4 × 10 10 M ⊙ < M h < 4 × 10 12 M ⊙ . A large number of galaxies found in the HSC data also allow us to constrain the redshift evolution of the galaxy-dark matter halo connection and the satellite fraction. This paper is one in a series of papers from twin programs devoted to scientific results on high redshift galaxies based on the HSC-SSP survey data. One program is our luminous Lyman break galaxy (LBG) studies, named Great Optically Luminous Dropout Research Using Subaru HSC (GOLDRUSH). It provides robust clustering measurements of luminous LBGs at z ∼ 4 − 6, which are presented in this paper, the UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 4 − 7 (Ono et al. 2017) , and the correlation function of z ∼ 4 galaxy protocluster candidates (Toshikawa et al. 2017) . The other program is high redshift Lyα emitter studies using HSC narrowband filters, Systematic Identification of LAEs for Visible Exploration and Reionization Research Using Subaru HSC (SILVERRUSH; Ouchi et al. 2017; Shibuya et al. 2017a Shibuya et al. , 2017b Konno et al. 2017, R. Higuchi et al. in preparation) . This paper is organized as follows. We show the observational data sets and describe sample selections in Section 2. The clustering analysis and results are presented in Section 3 and 4, respectively. We discuss our results in Section 5, and summarize our findings in Section 6. Throughout this paper we use the recent Planck cosmological parameter sets of the TT, TE, EE+lowP+lensing+ext result (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) : Ωm = 0.3089, ΩΛ = 0.6911, Ω b = 0.049, h = 0.6774, and σ 8 = 0.8159. We define r 200 that is the radius in which the mean enclosed density is 200 times higher than the mean cosmic density. To define the halo mass, we use M 200 that is the dark matter mass enclosed in r 200 . Note that we used the total mass including both dark matter and baryons in our previous paper ). We assume a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF). All magnitudes are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) .
Observational Data Sets and Sample Selection

HSC Data and Reduction
We use the internal data release product taken in the HSC-SSP survey (Aihara et al. 2017b ) from 2014 March to 2016 April. Our data are larger than the first public data release in 2017 February, which includes the data taken in the first 1.7 years (2014 March to 2015 November) of the survey (Aihara et al. 2017a) . Table 1 summarizes the HSC data used in this work. The HSC-SSP survey has three layers, the UltraDeep, Deep, and Wide, with different combinations of area and depth. Total effective survey areas of the Ultra-Deep, Deep, and Wide layers are ∼ 2, ∼ 18, and ∼ 83 deg 2 , respectively. Here we define the effective survey area as area where the number of visits in g, r, i, z, and y-bands are equal or larger than threshold values after masking interpolated, saturated, or bad pixels, cosmic rays, and bright source halos (Coupon et al. 2017) . The applied flags are summarized in Table 2 . The threshold values are (13, 13, 27, 41, 38) , (17, 16, 27, 47, 62) , and (3, 3, 5, 5, 5) for (g, r, i, z, y) for UD-SXDS, UD-COSMOS, and other fields, respectively. In addition to these flags, we mask some regions in the Wide layers with poor PSF modeling due to too good seeing (see Aihara et al. 2017a ). The regions used in this study are presented in Figure 1 -9. Typical r-band 5σ limiting magnitudes measured in a 1.
′′ 5-diameter circular aperture are 26.8, 26 .2, and 25.9 mag in the UltraDeep, Deep, and Wide layers, respectively, which are estimated later. (Aihara et al. 2017a ). See Figure 1 -9 for the regions used in this study True ri for g-drop Detected in r and i. False/True g/iz for r-drop Undetected in g and detected in r and i. False/True gr/zy for i-drop Undetected in g and r, and detected in z and y. blendedness_abs_flux < 0.2 ri for g-drop The target photometry is not significantly affected by neighbors.
The HSC data are reduced by the HSC SSP collaboration with hscPipe ) that is the HSC data reduction pipeline based on the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) pipeline (Ivezic et al. 2008; Axelrod et al. 2010) . hscPipe performs all the standard procedures including bias subtraction, flat fielding with dome flats, stacking, astrometric and photometric calibrations, source detections and measurements, and construction of a multiband photometric catalog. The astrometric and photometric calibration are based on the data of Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) 1 imaging survey (Magnier et al. 2013; Schlafly et al. 2012; Tonry et al. 2012) . PSFs are calculated in hscPipe (Jee & Tyson 2011) , and typical FWHMs of the PSFs are 0.
′′ 6 − 0. ′′ 9.
We use forced photometry, which allows us to measure fluxes in multiple bands with a consistent aperture defined in a reference band. The reference band is i by default and is switched to z (y) for sources with no detection in the i (z) and bluer bands. We measure total fluxes and colors of sources with the cModel magnitude, m cModel , which is measured by fitting PSF-convolved galaxy models to the source profile (Abazajian et al. 2004) . Limiting magnitudes and source detections are evaluated with aperture magnitudes, m aper . All the magnitudes are corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998) .
We measure the 5σ limiting magnitudes which are defined as the 5σ levels of sky noise in a 1.
′′ 5 diameter aperture. This definition is not the same as that in the data release paper of Aihara et al. (2017a) , who use the pipeline outputs of flux errors. Since the error outputs of hscPipe would be underestimated as discussed in Aihara et al. (2017a) , we use the classical definition of the limiting magnitude. The sky noise is calculated from the fluxes in sky apertures which are randomly placed on the image in the reduction process. The limiting magnitudes measured in g, r, i, z, and y-bands are presented in Table 1 .
Sample Selection
In this work, we investigate the clustering of z ∼ 4 − 6 galaxies. We construct high redshift galaxy samples with the LBG selection method (e.g., Steidel et al. 1996; Giavalisco 2002) . Many photometric and spectroscopic observations have revealed that LBGs are star-forming galaxies (e.g., Shapley et al. 2001; Erb et al. 2006 ) with emission and/or absorption lines in rest-frame UV (e.g., Shapley et al. 2003; Le Fèvre et al. 2015) , galactic outflows (e.g., Erb et al. 2012) , and various dust contents (e.g., Reddy et al. 2016 ). Here we describe a summary of our LBG selection method, which is the same as Ono et al. (2017) . We select LBGs at z ∼ 4, 5, and 6 from our multi-band photometric catalog by applying following color selection criteria:
We select galaxies that have Lyman breaks according to the criteria of Equations (1), (4), and (7), and exclude intrinsically-red galaxies by the additional constraints of Equations (2), (3), (5), (6), (8), and (9). The selection criteria at z ∼ 4 and 5 are similar to those of the CFHT study (Hildebrandt et al. 2009 ), which uses the photometric system almost identical to the one of our HSC data. In addition to the color selection criteria, we adopt the following three criteria. First, to identify secure sources, we apply detection limit of > 5σ levels in the i, z, and z-bands and require secure measurements of centroid positions in the ri and iz, zy-bands at z ∼ 4, 5, and 6, respectively (Table 2 ). In addition, we require a 4σ detection in the y-band for the z ∼ 6 selection, since the y-band image is slightly shallow. Second, for reducing foreground interlopers, we exclude sources with continuum detection at > 2σ levels in g-band data for the z ∼ 5 selection and g-or r-bands for the z ∼ 6 selection. Third, to remove severely blended sources, we apply a blendedness parameter threshold of b < 0.2 in ri, iz, and zy-bands at z ∼ 4, 5, and 6, respectively (Table 2 ). This blendedness parameter is defined as b = 1 − f T /f T+N , where f T and f T+N are fluxes of the target and the sum of target and neighbors, respectively. After adopting these criteria, the contamination fraction is very small, i.e., less than 10% for the z ∼ 4 and 5 LBG samples in the Deep layers based on simulations (Ono et al. 2017) .
We construct a total sample of 540,011, 38,944, and 537 LBGs at z ∼ 4, 5, and 6, respectively 1 . Our sample is selected from the 102.69 deg 2 wide area data corresponding to a 1.39 Gpc 3 survey volume, and is the largest sample of the high-redshift (z > ∼ 4) galaxy population to date. Table 3 summarizes the number of LBGs in each field, and Figure 1 -9 show sky distributions of the LBGs. The number of the z ∼ 6 LBGs is slightly small due to the shallow depth in the y-band images. The selection completeness and redshift distributions of our LBGs are estimated by Monte Carlo simulations (Ono et al. 2017) . The mean redshifts of the z ∼ 4, 5, and 6 LBGs are z c = 3.8, 4.9, and 5.9, respectively. We define the UV magnitude, mUV, as the cModel magnitude in the band whose central wavelength is the nearest to the rest-frame wavelength of 1500Å. We do not use objects brighter than m cut UV = 23.5 mag at each redshift in our analysis, since the quasar fraction is moderately high based on spectroscopic observations (Ono et al. 2017; Matsuoka et al. 2016 Matsuoka et al. , 2017 . Changing this cut to brighter magnitude does not affect our conclusions. For reference, we also show results with the magnitude cut of m cut UV = 20.0 mag instead of 23.5 mag (see Table 4 ). The obtained results of 
Clustering Analysis
Angular Correlation Function (ACF)
To test the dependence of the clustering strength on the luminosity, we divide our LBG sample into subsamples by UV magnitude thresholds (m th UV ). The number of LBGs in the subsamples and their magnitude thresholds are summarized in Table 4 . The number of LBGs used in the subsamples is smaller than that of our entire sample, because we use LBGs of m UV ≤ 25.5 mag (m UV ≤ 24.0 mag) in the UltraDeep (Deep and Wide) layers where the selection completeness is larger than ∼ 80% at z ∼ 4, and 5.
We calculate observed ACFs, ω obs (θ), with the subsamples, using an estimator proposed by Landy & Szalay (1993) ,
where DD(θ), DR(θ), and RR(θ) are the numbers of galaxygalaxy, galaxy-random, and random-random pairs normalized by the total numbers of pairs. We use the random catalog whose surface number density is 100 arcmin −2 with the same geometrical shape as the observational data including the mask positions (Coupon et al. in prep.) . We calculate ACFs in individual fields, and obtain the best-estimate ACF which is the weighted mean by the effective area in each subsample.
Due to the finite size of our survey fields, the observed ACF is underestimated by a constant value known as the integral constraint, IC (Groth & Peebles 1977) . Including a correction for the number of objects in the sample, N (Peebles 1980) , the true ACF is given by
We estimate the integral constraint with
where ω model (θ) is the best-fit model ACF, and i refers the angular bin. IC and ω model (θ) are determined simultaneously in the HOD model fitting in Section 3.3. We estimate statistical errors of the ACFs using the Jackknife estimator. We divide each subsample into Jackknife samples of about 1000 2 arcsec 2 , whose size is larger than the largest angular scale in the ACFs. Removing one Jackknife sample at a time for each realization, we compute the covariance matrix as
where N is the total number of the Jackknife samples, and ω l is the estimated ACF from the lth realization.ω denotes the mean ACF. The total number of the Jackknife sample is N = 2012 We apply a correction factor given by Hartlap et al. (2007) to an inverse covariance matrix in order to compensate for the bias introduced by the noise.
Test of Our ACF Estimates with a Simulation
We compare our ACFs based on the hscPipe photometry with literature derived with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in Figure 10 . Our ACFs are in excellent agreement with those of Hildebrandt et al. (2009) and Ouchi et al. (2005) at the scale of θ > 10 ′′ . On the other hand, our ACFs are lower than those of literature at the small scale of θ < 10 ′′ . This difference could be caused by low detection and/or selection completeness of the close (θ < 10 ′′ ) LBG pairs with hscPipe. In order to investigate whether these lower ACFs are real signals or not, we calculate detection and selection completeness of galaxy pairs as functions of the pair separation by running a Monte Carlo simulation with an input mock catalog of LBGs. In the mock catalog, a size distribution and the Sersic index of LBGs follow results of Shibuya et al. (2015) . We assume a uniform distribution of the intrinsic ellipticities in the range of 0.0 − 0.8, since the observational results of z ∼ 3 − 5 LBGs have roughly uniform distributions (Ravindranath et al. 2006) . Position angles are randomly chosen. We use the stellar population synthesis model of GALAXEV (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) to produce galaxy spectra. We adopt the Salpeter (1955) IMF with lower and upper mass cutoffs of 0.1 M⊙ and 100 M⊙, a constant rate of star formation, age of 25 Myr, metallicity of and Calzetti et al. (2000) dust extinction ranging from E(B − V ) = 0.0 − 0.4. The IGM absorption is taken into account by using a prescription of Madau (1995) .
We carry out the simulation with SynPipe (Huang et al. 2017) . We insert 205, 920 mock z ∼ 4 LBGs into real HSC images of individual CCDs at a single exposure level. We then stack the single exposure images, create a source cata- log, and select LBGs in the same manner as in Section 2.2. Then we calculate the detection and selection completeness of LBG pairs as functions of the pair separation. Figure 11 presents the results for z ∼ 4 LBG pairs whose magnitudes are 23.0 mag < i < 25.0 mag. The detection completeness is about 80% and does not depend on the separation. The selection completeness drops at the very small separation of θ < 2 ′′ , but is almost constant at θ > 2 ′′ . In addition, the pair selection completeness at θ > 2 ′′ (∼ 30%) is consistent with the squared completeness for the single LBG of 23.0 mag < i < 25.0 mag (P 2 single sel. = 0.55 2 ; Ono et al. 2017 ). These results indicate that our ACF measurements with hscPipe are robust at θ ≥ 2 ′′ , and the lower ACFs at 2 ′′ < θ < 10 ′′ in Figure 10 cannot be explained by the detection or selection completeness. Thus in this paper, we conclude that the lower ACFs are real signals. Simulations with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) used in Hildebrandt et al. (2009) and Ouchi et al. (2005) are needed for the further discussion.
HOD Model
We use an HOD model to derive estimates of the average dark matter halo properties for our selected galaxy samples. The HOD model is an analytic framework quantifying a probability distribution for the number of galaxies in the dark matter halos. The key assumption in the HOD model is that the probability depends only on the halo mass, M h . We can analytically calculate ACFs and number densities from the HOD model. Details of the calculations are presented in Harikane et al. (2016) .
We fit our HOD model to the observed ACFs and number densities. In the fitting procedures, the best-fit parameters are determined by minimizing the χ 2 value, , which is consistent with the selection completeness of the pairs at θ ≥ 2 ′′ (∼ 30%).
where n g is a number density of LBGs in the subsample. We calculate the number density of LBGs corrected for incompleteness using the UV luminosity functions of Ono et al. (2017) and Bouwens et al. (2015) . The LBG number densities are presented in Table 4 . We assume 10% fractional uncertainties in the number densities as Zheng et al. (2007) . This 10% uncertainty is a conservative assumption, because the actual uncertainty is less than 5% (Ono et al. 2017) . We constrain the parameters of our HOD model using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) parameter estimation technique. In our HOD model, an occupation function for central galaxies follows a step function with a smooth transition,
An occupation function for satellite galaxies is expressed by a power law with a mass cut,
The total occupation function is
These functional forms are motivated by N-body simulations, smoothed particle hydrodynamic simulations, and semianalytic models for low-z galaxies and LBGs (e.g., Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Garel et al. 2015) . These occupation functions assume a mass complete sample, while our sample is constructed with the LBG selection methods. Since LBG selection methods require galaxies to be detected in the rest-frame UV band with not too-red colors, we may miss dusty starburst galaxies at the targeted redshift. For example, our z ∼ 4 color criteria (Equations (1)- (3)) cannot select dusty galaxies with E(B − V ) > 0.6. We have investigated the effect of this missing population on the HOD modeling using the COSMOS 2015 catalog (Laigle et al. 2016) . We calculate fractions of dusty galaxies with E(B − V ) > 0.6 in the stellar-mass threshold subsamples at z phot = 3.3 − 4.2. The fractions are 2% and 19% for our faintest (mUV < 25.5) and brightest (m UV < 24.0) HSC subsamples with the stellar mass thresholds of logM th * = 9.41 and 10.62, respectively (see Section 4.3.1 for the stellar mass thresholds). As presented in Table 4 , the effective galaxy biases estimated in our study are Table 4 ). If we assume that the galaxy bias of these missing 2% and 19% population is bg = 7 (Webb et al. 2003; Weiß et al. 2009 ), expected galaxy biases are 4.06 and 6.77, respectively, within 1σ errors of our estimates. In addition, we investigate the effect of sources not detected in restframe optical bands and missed in the photo-z catalog. Even if we assume that the submillimeter galaxies not detected in the K-band in Simpson et al. (2017) are all z ∼ 4 sources, the fractions are small, 1% and 8% for the faintest and brightest subsamples, respectively. Thus we have concluded that the effect of the dusty starburst galaxies is not significant.
We calculate the mean dark matter halo mass of central and satellite galaxies, ⟨M h ⟩, effective galaxy bias, b eff g , and the satellite fraction, fsat, as follows:
where
, and n g are the halo mass function, halo bias, and the galaxy number density in the model (Equation (51) in Harikane et al. 2016) , respectively. We assume the Behroozi et al. (2013b) halo mass function, the NFW dark matter halo profile (Navarro et al. 1996 (Navarro et al. , 1997 , the Duffy et al. (2008) concentration parameter, and the Smith et al. (2003) non-linear matter power spectrum.
Since some theoretical studies claim that the halo bias is scale dependent in the quasi-linear scale of r ∼ 50 Mpc (the non-linear halo bias effect; Reed et al. 2009; Jose et al. 2013 Jose et al. , 2016 Jose et al. , 2017 , we implement two models for the halo bias. In the first case (called "linear HOD model"), we assume the scaleindependent linear halo bias of Tinker et al. (2010) , b lin (M h ,z). The ACFs at 10 ′′ < θ < 90 ′′ are not used in this case, because they could be affected by the non-linear halo bias effect. In the second case (called "non-linear HOD model"), we assume the scale-dependent non-linear halo bias of Jose et al. (2016) ,
where ζ(r, M h , z) is the scale-dependent correction factor. In Jose et al. (2016) , ζ(r, M h , z) is expressed as a function of the peak height,
, where δ c = 1.69 and σ(M h , z) are the critical linear over-density and the variance of matter fluctuation on a mass scale M h at the redshift of z, respectively. We assume ζ = ζ(ν = 2) (ζ(ν = 3)) for ν > 2 (3) at z < 4.5 (z > 4.5), because we find that the ACFs are overpredicted by a factor of ∼ 2 − 10 at 10 ′′ < θ < 90 ′′ without these constraints compared to the ACFs at large scale (θ ∼ 1000 ′′ ). ζ is extrapolated in the scale smaller than r = 3 Mpc where the fitting function is not calibrated in Jose et al. (2016) . In this case, all of the ACFs are used for the fitting. As detailed in Section 4.1, we find that our results are largely unchanged, regardless of which HOD model we use.
Both HOD models have 5 parameters, M min , σ logM h , M cut , M sat , and α. In our previous work , we also fit the duty cycle. However, we find that we can reproduce the observed ACFs and number densities without the duty cycle in Section 4.1. In addition, Harikane et al. (2016) use the fitting formula of the halo mass function presented in Tinker et al. (2010) without normalization constraints (see Appendix C in Tinker et al. 2008) , which overestimates the abundance by a factor of ∼ 1.7. As a result, the estimate in Harikane et al. (2016) is more consistent with a duty cycle of 1. Thus, we assume that the duty cycle is unity in this work. We take M min and Msat as free parameters, which control typical masses of halos having one central and satellite galaxies, respectively. We fix σ logM h = 0.2 and α = 1.0, following results of previous studies (e.g., Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005; Conroy et al. 2006; Ishikawa et al. 2016b ). To derive M cut from M min , we use the relation
which is given by Coupon et al. (2015) . Because the exact value of M cut has very little importance compared to the other parameters, this assumption does not change any of our conclusions. We use Equation (55) in Harikane et al. (2016) for fitting of z ∼ 6 subsample, because we cannot obtain a good constraint on Msat. For comparison, we re-calculate the best-fit HOD parameters for ACFs and number densities of subsamples constructed from the Hubble data in Harikane et al. (2016) in the same cosmological parameter sets and halo mass definition as this work.
Results
Results of the HOD fittings
We plot the observed ACFs and their best-fit models by the linear HOD models in Figure 12 . The best-fit parameters and their 1σ errors are presented in Table 4 . The linear HOD models can reproduce the observed ACFs at small (θ < 10 ′′ ) and large (θ > 90 ′′ ) scales. The agreement in the small scale implies that the assumption for satellite galaxies in the HOD model is valid at z > ∼ 4; the spatial distribution of satellite galaxies follows the density profile of the dark matter halo.
However, the linear HOD models underpredict the ACFs by a factor of 1.5−3 in 10 ′′ < θ < 90 ′′ , the transition scale between 1-and 2-halo terms (the quasi-linear scale), except for the z ∼ 4 m th UV = 25.0, and z ∼ 5 m th UV = 24.0, 24.5 subsamples. These results indicate that the ACFs at 10 ′′ < θ < 90 ′′ can not be explained by the scale-independent halo bias due to the non-linear halo bias effect. Actually, the reduced χ 2 values increase if we include the ACF data in 10 ′′ < θ < 90 ′′ for the calculation of Equation (14), except for the z ∼ 4 m th UV = 25.0, and z ∼ 5 m th UV = 24.0, 24.5 subsamples whose ACFs are well explained by the linear HOD model. These excesses in the observed ACFs cannot be explained by changing the concentration parameter to very small value, e.g., c = 0.1.
The best-fit ACFs by the non-linear HOD models are presented in Figure 13 . Table 5 Note that Jose et al. (2016) , from which we take our assumed relation for the scale-dependent non-linear halo bias, use the halo mass defined by the friends-of-friends algorithm, while we define the halo mass by the spherical overdensity, M 200 . It is known that projected correlation functions of the halos defined by the spherical overdensity and the friends-of-friends algorithm differ by a factor of ∼ 2 at separations of ∼ 1 Mpc (Reid & Spergel 2009) . This difference could explain the discrepancies between the best-fit non-linear HOD models and our observations. In seven out of the nine subsamples, the best-fit parameters in the non-linear HOD models agree with those in the linear HOD models within the 1σ errors, because the amplitude of the 2-halo term is determined by the data at θ > 90 ′′ in the linear HOD model, where the correction factor ζ in the non-linear HOD model is almost unity. Thus we adopt the linear HOD model as our fiducial model, and the following results and discussions are based on it. Note that our conclusions do not change if we adopt the non-linear HOD model.
We compare the observed number densities and predictions from the HOD model in Figure 14 . The predictions agree well with the observed ones, indicating that the unity duty cycle can explain both the number densities and the ACFs. Figure 15 shows the results of the halo mass, M h , as a function of the UV magnitude, MUV. The measurements are summarized in Table 6 . We plot Mmin and M th UV as M h and MUV, respectively, for a fair comparison with abundance matching studies. The halo mass of LBGs found in the HSC data ranges from 6 × 10 11 M ⊙ to 4 × 10 12 M ⊙ , which is more massive than those of LBGs in the Hubble data . The combination of the Hubble and HSC data allows us to investigate the MUV − M h relation over 2 orders of magnitude in the halo mass at z ∼ 4 and 5. There is a positive correlation between the UV luminosity and the halo mass, indicating that more UVluminous galaxies reside in more massive halos (see also Park et al. 2016 Park et al. , 2017 . The slope of the M UV − M h relation becomes steeper at the brighter magnitude, which is similar to the local M * − M h relation (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2012; Coupon et al. 2015) .
M UV − M h relation
We find a redshift evolution of the M UV − M h relation from z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 6(7) at the > 10(5.2)σ confidence level at
In other words, the dust-uncorrected star formation rate (SFR) increases with redshift at fixed dark matter halo mass. We also plot the M UV − M h relations at z ∼ 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Figure 15 as the blue, green, orange, and red solid curves, respectively. These relations are expressed with the following equation:
where M 1 (M UV,0 ) is characteristic halo mass (UV magnitude). β, δ, and γ control the low-mass slope, high-mass slope, and curvature of the relation, respectively. If we assume a power-law relation between the UV magnitude Fig. 15 . M UV − M h relation. The blue, green, orange, and red filled diamonds (circles) denote the halo masses as a function of the UV magnitude, at z ∼ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, for the subsamples in this work (Harikane et al. 2016, Har16) . Note that the halo masses shown by the circles are slightly different from original values in Harikane et al. (2016) , because we re-calculate the halo masses with the latest Planck cosmology and different halo mass definition from Harikane et al. (2016) . The blue, green, orange, and red solid curves show the relations of Equation (23) and the stellar mass, Equation (23) is the same as the one proposed by Behroozi et al. (2010) . We use parameter sets of ( Note that these solid curves are just for illustrative purposes. We calculate the significances of the redshift evolution based on not these solid curves, but the individual data points.
We compare the halo masses of our results with those of the clustering study of Hatfield et al. (2017) , and abundance matching studies of Finkelstein et al. (2015) , Trac et al. (2015) , and Mason et al. (2015) in Figure 15 . Although the halo mass estimate in Hatfield et al. (2017) is lower than an interpolation of our results, their estimate is consistent with ours at the ∼ 2σ level given its uncertainty. We find that our clustering measurements are in good agreement with those of the abundance matching studies at z ∼ 4 and 5. At z ∼ 6, our halo mass estimates are consistent with the abundance matching results of Finkelstein et al. (2015) and Mason et al. (2015) at the 1 − 2σ level, but larger than the curve of Trac et al. (2015) at the ∼ 3σ level. These good agreement may be due to low satellite fractions in the high redshift universe as discussed in Harikane et al. (2016) .
In Figure 16 , we compare the mean halo masses, ⟨M h ⟩, of our subsamples with the literature. Because most of the previous studies assume (Ω m , Ω Λ , h, σ 8 ) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9) that is different from our assumption, we obtain HOD model fitting results for our data with (Ω m , Ω Λ , h, σ 8 ) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9) for comparison. Similarly, the results of the previous studies are re-calculated with the same cosmological parameter sets. In this way, we conduct our comparisons using an equivalent set of cosmological parameters across all data sets. In Figure 16 , we find that our z ∼ 4 results are consistent with those of the previous studies within the uncertainties. While the previous results at z ∼ 5 are largely scattered, our z ∼ 5 results are placed near the center of the distribution of the previous studies. At z ∼ 6, our results agree with that of Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) . In summary, our results are consistent with most of the previous studies. Furthermore, our results improve on both the statistics and the dynamic range covered in MUV.
SHMR
Stellar Mass Estimate
We estimate stellar masses of our LBGs to derive SHMRs. Since MUV − M * relations at high redshift are constrained with recent Hubble and Spitzer observations, some studies (Shibuya et al. 2015 (Shibuya et al. , 2016 Harikane et al. 2016; Ishikawa et al. 2016b) use the M UV − M * (or SFR − M * ) relations to estimate stellar masses. In Figure 17 , we plot recent estimates of the M UV − M * relations from the literature. Stellar mass estimates from Shibuya et al. (2015) are higher than those of Salmon et al. (2015) and Song et al. (2016) , because Shibuya et al. (2015) use the SED-fitting results in Skelton et al. (2014) without nebula emission. Ishikawa et al. (2016b) use a SF R − M * relation presented in Tanaka (2015) . We convert the SFR to the observed UV magnitude, M UV , using an attenuation-UV slope (β UV ) relation (Meurer et al. 1999 ) and β UV − M UV relations (Bouwens et al. 2014) , and plot the converted relation in Figure  17 . We find that Ishikawa et al. (2016b) overestimate stellar masses by 0.5−1.0 dex compared to those of Song et al. (2016) . Our following estimates are based on the latest results in Song et al. (2016) , which are derived from the SED-fitting with nebula emission with the deep Hubble and Spitzer data.
Since our sample is not M * -threshold sample like lowredshift studies but M UV -threshold one, we need to be careful in the stellar mass estimate, especially for bright galaxies. We explain a systematic bias by using a simple MUV −M * relation. Let us consider a MUV − M * relation defined by median values of M * in given M UV bins, M median * (M UV ) (the black solid line in Figure 18 ). If the scatter in the M UV − M * relation is negligible, the M median * (M UV )-threshold sample is identical to the M UV -threshold sample. However, with a scatter, the number of galaxies in the M median * (M UV )-threshold sample (N=587 in Figure 18 ) should be larger than that of the MUV-threshold sample (N=299), since abundant UV-faint galaxies are scattered into the M median * (M UV )-threshold sample. As a result, the clustering strength of the M median * (M UV )-threshold sample would be weaker than that of the M UV -threshold sample. This effect becomes more significant in the bright end with steeper slope of the UV luminosity function. Thus we cannot use We can reduce this systematic uncertainty by keeping the numbers of galaxies same in both MUV and M * -threshold samples (the red-dashed line in Figure 18 ). In Figure 17 , we plot the M * -threshold value of a sample which contains the same number of galaxies as a given M UV -threshold sample (the red-solid curve; the num-match relation), assuming the M UV − M * relation of Song et al. (2016) with the scatter and the UV luminosity function of Ono et al. (2017) . This num-match relation is close to the original M (M UV )-threshold sample is larger than that of the M UV -threshold sample. The horizontal red-dashed line denotes that stellar mass threshold of log(M * /M ⊙ ) > 9.4 in which number of galaxies is comparable to that of MUV-threshold sample.
original relation at the bright magnitude (MUV < −21) due to the steep slope in the luminosity function. Still, our num-match relation is located between the other M UV − M * relations in the magnitude range we are interested in. We estimate the threshold stellar mass, M th * , from M th UV using this num-match relation at each redshift ( Table 4 ). Note that this num-match relation cannot completely avoid the systematic uncertainty. M * -threshold subsamples are needed for further discussion. To understand uncertainties of z ∼ 7 estimates, we derive two stellar masses for each z ∼ 7 subsample using two num-match relations based on z ∼ 6 and 7 M UV − M * relations in Song et al. (2016) . Figure 19 and Table 6 show the results of SHMRs at each redshift. We plot M min and M th * /M min as M h and M * /M h , respectively. We find that the SHMR ranges from ∼ 10 −3 to ∼ 10 −2 , and increases with increasing M h at each redshift. Moreover, the slope of the SHMR becomes flatter at more massive halos at z ∼ 4, and 5. This flattening indicates the AGN feedback and/or inefficient gas cooling regulating the star formation in the massive halos, which will be discussed in Section 5.1.
SHMRs and the Evolution
We compare our SHMRs with those of previous studies using clustering analysis and abundance matching methods. Ishikawa et al. (2016b) estimate SHMRs by clustering analysis at z ∼ 3 − 5 using the CFHTLS data. The SHMRs in Ishikawa et al. (2016b) are higher than ours at z ∼ 4 and 5, because Ishikawa et al. (2016b) overestimate the stellar mass compared to ours (see Figure 17 ). Note that we plot the original values in Ishikawa et al. (2016b) rather than corrected values based on Figure 17 , because actual UV magnitudes of their subsamples are not provided in Ishikawa et al. (2016b) . Our SHMRs at z ∼ 4 are comparable to those at z ∼ 3 in Durkalec et al. (2017) , who use clustering analysis with ∼ 3000 spectroscopic galaxies. Stefanon et al. (2016) estimate the SHMRs at z ∼ 4 − 7 by the abundance matching using rest-frame optical galaxy luminosity functions. We find that their estimates agree with ours at z ∼ 4 within their 1σ error, and are slightly higher than ours at ∼ 2σ levels at z ∼ 5 and 6. Our estimates are lower than those of the abundance matching study of Finkelstein et al. (2015) , because they use the median stellar mass to estimate the SHMR instead of the threshold stellar mass. Our SHMRs agree well with those of Moster et al. (2013) at z ∼ 4 within their uncertainty (∼ 0.4 dex in the SHMR). SHMRs of Behroozi et al. (2013b) are comparable with ours at z ∼ 4 and 5 in the massive halo of M h > 2 × 10 12 M⊙. Their estimates are higher than ours in the mass range of M h < 2 × 10 12 M ⊙ by a factor of ∼ 2, but still within their 2σ errors (see also; Sun & Furlanetto 2016; Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2017 ).
To discuss the redshift evolution, we present our SHMRs at z ∼ 4 − 7 in Figure 20 , with that at z ∼ 0 in Behroozi et al. (2013b) for comparison. We plot two cases for the z ∼ 7 SHMRs using the z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 6 num-match relations, to understand the uncertainty in the stellar mass estimate at z ∼ 7. We also show the SHMRs at fixed halo masses of . SHMR evolution with redshift. The blue, green, orange, and red diamonds (circles) are the results in this work , and the curves represent Equation (23), at z ∼ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The statistical errors for our data are smaller than the symbols (diamonds). The filled red circles denote the SHMRs from the z ∼ 7 num-match relation, while the open red circles are from the z ∼ 6 relation, as Harikane et al. (2016) . The black curve represents the SHMR of Behroozi et al. (2013b) at z ∼ 0, which is computed with the same cosmological parameters and halo mass definition as in our analysis. The uncertainties of the SHMR of Behroozi et al. (2013b) are 0.01 and 0.008 dex at M h = 10 11 and 10 12 M ⊙ , respectively.
factor of ∼ 4, despite the uncertainties in the z ∼ 7 stellar mass estimates. The SHMR at M h ∼ 1 × 10 12 M ⊙ also decreases from z ∼ 0 to 4 by a factor of ∼ 3, but does not evolve significantly from z ∼ 4 to 6, similar to the abundance matching result of Stefanon et al. (2016) . The decreasing trend of the SHMR from z ∼ 0 to 4 is consistent with previous weak lensing and clustering studies (the lower panel in Figure 21 ). These redshift evolutions cannot be explained by the missing dusty star burst population in our LBG sample. As discussed in Section 3.3, if we consider the effect of the dusty star burst galaxies, the expected effective halo bias (and the halo mass) still agrees with our estimate within the 1σ error. We will compare these SHMR redshift evolutions with theoretical studies in Section 5.2.
SF R/Ṁ
We estimate SF R/Ṁ h which is a ratio of the SFR to the dark matter accretion rate. We derive the dust-uncorrected SFR (SF Runcorr) from M th UV using the following calibration (Kennicutt 1998):
Note that the accuracy of this calibration is typically ∼ 15% (Calzetti 2013) . We correct the SFR for the dust extinction (SF R corr ) using an attenuation-UV slope (β UV ) relation (Meurer et al. 1999 ) and β UV − M UV relations (Bouwens et al. 2014) . The estimated SFRs are presented in Table 4 . We calculateṀ h as a function of halo mass and redshift using an analytic formula obtained from N-body simulation results . The statistical errors for our data are smaller than the symbols (diamonds). Note that the positions of the circles are not the same as Harikane et al. (2016) , because the cosmological parameters, halo mass definition, and stellar mass estimates are different from Harikane et al. (2016) . The solid curves show relations of Equation (23) Behroozi et al. 2013b ). The dashed, dotted, dot-dashed, and solid lines denote the predictions from theoretical studies of Thompson et al. (2014) , Okamoto et al. (2014) , Somerville et al. (2015) , and Illustris, respectively. The red and blue dashed lines correspond to the Fiducial and H 2 models in Thompson et al. (2014) . The gray shaded region shows the possible redshift evolution. Lower panel: same as the upper panel but for M h = 10 12 M ⊙ . We also plot the results from literature; McCracken et al. (2015, squares) , Wake et al. (2011, diamonds) , Adelberger et al. (2005, upward triangles), Bielby et al. (2013, downward triangles) , Trainor & Steidel (2012, star) , Durkalec et al. (2017, crosses) , and Coupon et al. (2015, pentagon) . (Behroozi et al. 2013b) .
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We plot the ratio of SF R corr /Ṁ h at z ∼ 4 − 7 as a function of the halo mass in Figure 22 . The measurements are also summarized in Table 6 . The black solid curve in Figure 22 represents the following SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation:
Interestingly, we do not find any significant redshift evolution of SF R/Ṁ h beyond 0.15 dex (the gray shade in Figure  22 ) at z > ∼ 4. Behroozi et al. (2013a) discuss that the ratio of the SFR to the baryon accretion rate change very little at z = 0 − 4 by their abundance matching. Bian et al. (2013) also report similar redshift independence at z ∼ 3 − 5 by clustering. We confirm it with the large and homogeneous sample at z ∼ 4 − 7 by the clustering analysis in the wide dynamical range of 4 × 10 10 M⊙ < M h < 4 × 10 12 M⊙. We will discuss the implications of this fundamental (redshift-independent) This work (clustering) Harikane+16 (clustering) Behroozi+13 (AM) Fig. 22 . SFR/Ṁ h as a function of the halo mass. The filled blue, green, orange, and red diamonds (circles) denote the ratio of the extinction-corrected SFR to the dark matter accretion rate at z ∼ 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, in this work . The statistical errors for our data are smaller than the symbols (diamonds). We also plot SF R/Ṁ h at z ∼ 0, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 from Behroozi et al. (2013b) with the black, blue, green, orange, red, and magenta crosses for comparison. The black solid curve is the fitting formulae of Equation (25) 
SF R/Ṁ
We also plot the ratios of SF Rcorr/Ṁ h from Behroozi et al. (2013b) in Figure 22 . The ratios of Behroozi et al. (2013b) at z ∼ 0 are systematically higher than ours at z ∼ 4 − 7 by a factor of ∼ 3, although the errors are large. If we take this possible evolution to z ∼ 0 into account, the ratio can be expressed as
With this equation, the ratio still does not change beyond 0.15 dex at z ∼ 4 − 7.
Satellite fraction
We plot the estimated satellite fractions as a function of the stellar mass threshold, M th * , in Figure 23 . The best-fit satellite fraction ranges from 2 × 10 −3 to 8 × 10 −2 at z ∼ 4 − 5, and the subsamples with high M th * tend to have lower satellite fractions. The satellite fraction at z ∼ 6 in Hatfield et al. (2017) is lower than ours at z ∼ 4 − 5. In addition, the satellite fractions of the z ∼ 5 subsamples are tentatively smaller than those of z ∼ 4 ones at fixed stellar mass. Our results at z ∼ 4 − 5 are in good agreement with those of Ishikawa et al. (2016b) at M th * < ∼ 10 10 M ⊙ , but lower than Ishikawa et al. (2016b) at Durkalec et al. (2017) . For comparison, we plot the z ∼ 0 − 2.5 satellite fractions of Wake et al. (2011, crosses) , Martinez-Manso et al. (2015, open upward triangles), and McCracken et al. (2015, stars) with black (0.0 < z < 1.2), brown (1.2 < z < 2.0), and magenta (2.0 < z < 2.5) colors. The blue, green, and orange solid curves are the predictions from the illustris simulation. The dashed and dotted curves are the calculated subhalo fractions of Equation (35) and (36), respectively, at z ∼ 0 (black), 4 (blue), and 5 (green).
the illustris simulation Genel et al. 2014) , which is a suite of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations.
We compare the satellite fractions at z ∼ 4 − 5 with those of 0 < z < 2.5 galaxies. The satellite fractions at z ∼ 0 − 2 are typically ∼ 0.1 in 10 10 M⊙ < M th * < 10 11 M⊙, and do not evolve strongly from z ∼ 0 to 2. Our estimates at z ∼ 4 − 5 are smaller than those of z ∼ 0 − 2 galaxies by about one order of magnitude at fixed M th * . Satellite fractions of 2 < z < 2.5 galaxies in McCracken et al. (2015) are 0.02 − 0.08, located between those of z ∼ 0 − 2 and z ∼ 4 − 5. We will discuss interpretations of these results in Section 5.3.
Discussion
Feedback Effects at High Redshift
We discuss the feedback effects based on our observational results using a simple analytic model (the t cool model). In the
where ϵSF represents star formation efficiency. We assume ϵSF = 0.1 and Mgas = f b M h where f b = Ω b /Ωm = 0.159 is the cosmic baryon fraction. The cooling time scale is a ratio of the thermal energy per unit volume, E thermal , to the cooling rate, |Ė cool |,
The thermal energy is derived from the gas number density, n, and the temperature, T ,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For T , we use the virial temperature,
with µ=1.4. The cooling rate is expressed as
where Λ(T, Z) is a cooling function depending on the temperature, T , and the metallicity, Z. We use the cooling function of Sutherland & Dopita (1993) . We set the metallicity which is inferred from the mass-metallicity relation at z ∼ 3.5 presented in Maiolino et al. (2008) , allowing for its 1σ scatter.
In Figure 24 , we compare the model-estimated SF R/M h with our observational results. In the lower mass range of M h < ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ , the observational increasing trends toward higher halo mass are not reproduced by the t cool model at z ∼ 4, 5. This indicates that the gas cooling effect alone cannot explain the observed SFR in the low-mass halos. We need to consider a negative feedback effect which suppresses star formation more efficiently in lower mass halos. The SNe feedback is one of the candidates, because the outflow gas would escape from the halo more easily in the lower mass halo with the shallower gravitational potential.
In the higher mass range of M h > ∼ 10 12 M⊙, the slope of model-estimated SF R/M h is comparable or steeper than the observational results at both z ∼ 4 and 5, although the uncertainties are large. This indicates that the observed decreasing (flat) SF R/M h in the high-mass halos at z ∼ 4(5) can be explained by the decrease of the gas cooling efficiency with higher virial temperature. Note that these results do not exclude the possibility of the AGN feedback which may be efficient in massive halos. Although the AGN feedback could steepen the slope of the SF R/M h -M h relation, the merger-driven starburst or another feedback may flatten the slope. In addition, it is not clear whether our model reproduces the observed absolute values of SF R/M h , because the star formation efficiency is assumed to be ϵ = 0.1.
We also compare the observed SF R/M h values with those of the Illutris simulation. We find that the increasing trend of
12 M ⊙ agrees with our observational results. Note that the discussions above do not change if we consider the 15% uncertainty on Equation (24). 
Comparison with Theoretical Models
We find that the observed SHMR at M h ≃ 10 11 M ⊙ decreases by a factor of ∼ 4 from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 4, and increases by a factor of ∼ 4 from z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 7. Also, the SHMR at M h ≃ 10 12 M⊙ decreases by a factor of ∼ 3 from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 4, but does not significantly evolve from z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 6. We compare these observed SHMR results with previous theoretical studies in Figure 21 . Thompson et al. (2014) predict SHMRs at z = 0 − 6 by cosmological hydrodynamic simulations including the effects of the SN feedback and reionization, without and with effect of molecular hydrogen (the Fiducial and H2 models in Thompson et al. 2014, respectively) . Okamoto et al. (2014) also use cosmological hydrodynamic simulations including SN, radiation pressure, and AGN feedbacks, and predict SHMRs at z = 0 − 4. Somerville et al. (2015) predict SHMRs using semianalytic models with SN and AGN feedbacks at z ∼ 0 − 6. We compare the GK model of Somerville et al. (2015) with our results. The Illustris simulation considers various physical processes including the SNe and AGN feedbacks Genel et al. 2014) . In Figure 21 , we plot the predictions of the SHMRs from these models as functions of the redshift at the fixed halo mass of M h = 10 11 and 10 12 M ⊙ .
We compare the evolutional trends of the SHMRs by ignoring the normalizations. The decreases of the SHMRs from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 4 are reproduced by some models (i.e., the Fiducial model in Thompson et al. 2014; Okamoto et al. 2014; Somerville et al. 2015, Illustris) at both M h = 10 11 and 10 12 M ⊙ . Although the Illustris simulation tentatively shows little increase of SHMR from z ∼ 4 to 7, no models compared here can reproduce the observed increasing trend at M h = 10 11 M⊙, as discussed in Harikane et al. (2016) . At M h = 10 12 M⊙, the observed SHMR is almost constant at z ∼ 4 − 6, similar to that in the Illustris simulation. However, models other than Illustris show SHMRs tentatively decreasing from z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 6. These comparisons indicate that the star formation efficiency would be underestimated at high redshift in the theoretical models compared here, especially at M h = 10 11 M ⊙ . Note that the recent BLUETIDES simulation reproduces the increasing trend of the SHMR at z > 7 (Waters et al. 2016; Bhowmick et al. 2017 ).
Interpretations of Very Low Satellite Fractions
The estimated satellite fractions at z ∼ 4 − 5 are smaller than those at z ∼ 0 − 2 by about one order of magnitude (Figure 23 ). Three possibilities are considered to explain this huge discrepancy. The first is the difference in the sample selections. For example, the galaxies in the z ∼ 0 − 2 samples are stellar-massselected samples, while z ∼ 4 − 5 galaxies are the UV-selected LBGs not including passive galaxies. If the passive galaxies have more satellite galaxies than the star-forming galaxies like LBGs, this discrepancy could be explained. Although Coupon et al. (2012) report that satellite fractions of full and red (passive) galaxies are very similar; the difference is less than a factor of 1.5 at z < 1.2, we cannot eliminate the possibility of very different satellite fractions between passive and star-forming galaxies at z > ∼ 3. Actually, Durkalec et al. (2017) estimate the satellite fractions at z ∼ 3 to be high, 0.5 − 0.8, which are inconsistent with the results of Ishikawa et al. (2016b) . Durkalec et al. (2017) use the spectroscopically confirmed stellar-massthreshold sample from the VIMOS Ultra Deep Survey, while the results of Ishikawa et al. (2016b) are based on the LBGs. Unknown bias in the sample selection could effect the satellite the M th h host halo evolves drastically, by a factor of ∼ 50 from z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 4. Although we cannot eliminate this possibility, it is hard to understand that the subhalo-host halo relation changes very rapidly only in ∼ 1.8 Gyr between z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 4.
Fundamental SF R/Ṁ h − M h Relation
In Section 4.4, we find the fundamental SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation; the value of SF R/Ṁ h at fixed M h does not significantly change beyond 0.15 dex at z ∼ 4 − 7. Firstly, we examine whether this fundamental SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation is consistent with the observational results, i.e., the UV luminosity functions and cosmic SFRDs. We calculate the UV luminosity function at each redshift as follows:
From Equation (25), we can obtain the M UV − M h relation and
at each redshift, sinceṀ h can be expressed as a function of M h and z (Behroozi et al. 2013b) . Note that MUV is the observed absolute magnitude after extinction assuming the attenuation-UV slope (β UV ) relation (Meurer et al. 1999 ) and β UV − M UV relations (Bouwens et al. 2014) . We Consider 0.2 dex scatter in the halo mass (σ logM h = 0.2), and use the satellite fractions in this study and literature. The calculated UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 0 − 10 are plotted in Figure 25 . We find that the calculated luminosity functions agree well with observed results given the 0.15 dex uncertainty in SF R/Ṁ h , indicating that our fundamental SF R/Ṁ h −M h relation is consistent with the observed UV luminosity functions. Tacchella et al. (2013) and Mason et al. (2015) conduct similar model calculations considering dust attenuation effects, and reproduce the UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 0 − 8 and z ∼ 0 − 10, respectively. ) SFR/Ṁ h -relation (this work) Madau+14 Bouwens+15 Reddy+09 Schiminovich+05 Fig. 26 . Comparison of the cosmic SFRD. The red curves with the shade represent cosmic SFRDs derived from Equation (38). We assume Equation (25) and (26), which are constrained in this paper at 4 < ∼ z < ∼ 7, for the solid and dashed curves, respectively. The filled circles, diamonds, and squares are cosmic SFRDs corrected for dust extinction from Bouwens et al. (2015) , Steidel (2009), and Schiminovich et al. (2005) , respectively. Open symbols are densities before the dust corrections. The black solid curve is the fitting function from Madau & Dickinson (2014) .
We also calculate the cosmic SFRDs as follows:
where SF R(M h , z) is obtained from Equation (25). We compare our cosmic SFRDs with observations in Figure 26 . We find that our calculation (the solid curve in Figure 26 ) well reproduces the overall evolutional trend of the cosmic SFRDs; the calculated densities increase from z ∼ 10 to 4 − 2, and decrease from z ∼ 4 − 2 to 0. However, they could be underpredicted compared to observations at z ∼ 2. Then, we use the evolving SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation, Equation (26), instead of Equation (25) to calculate SF R(M h , z) in Equation (38). With Equation (26), our model-calculated cosmic SFRDs (the dashed curve in Figure 26 ) agree with the observations at the ∼ 1σ level at z ∼ 2. These good agreements indicate that the evolution of the cosmic SFRDs is driven by the increase of the halo number density and the decrease of the accretion rate. From z ∼ 10 to 4 − 2, the number of halos at fixed masses increases (the upper panel in Figure 27 ), resulting the increase of the galaxy number density (Φ * evolution in the UV luminosity function). From z ∼ 4 − 2 to 0, the dark matter (and gas) accretion rate decreases (the middle panel in Figure 27 ), and the SFRs of galaxies at fixed dark matter halo masses decrease (L * evolution in the UV luminosity function). Because the cosmic SFRD is proportional to the galaxy number densities and SFRs, the calculated cosmic SFRD has a peak at z ∼ 2 − 4 (the lower panel in Figure 27 ). These trends are consistent with the evolutions of the UV luminos- . Mechanism of the cosmic SFRD evolution. Upper panel: the purple, blue, green, orange, and red curves indicate the number density of halos of M h = 10 10 , 10 11 , 10 12 , 10 13 , and 10 14 M h , respectively. The black curve represents a weighted number density based on Equation (25). Middle panel: same as the upper panel but for the dark matter accretion rate. Lower panel: same as the upper panel but for the SFRD. Because the cosmic SFRD is proportional to the galaxy (halo) number densities and SFRs (accretion rates), the calculated cosmic SFRD has a peak at z ∼ 2 − 4. ity functions parameters (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2015; Parsa et al. 2016) .
Secondly, we investigate whether the fundamental SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation is consistent with the observed SHMR redshift evolution. The stellar mass in the halo of M h can be calculated as follows:
dt SF R (39)
where R is the return fraction, or the mass fraction of each generation of stars that is put back into the inter-stellar and intergalactic medium by SNe and stellar winds. With the initial mass function, Φ(M ), and the evolved mass of a star of initial mass cooling and/or the AGN feedback in massive halos. We find that the SHMR increases from z ∼ 4 to 7 by a factor of ∼ 4 at M h ≃ 1 × 10 11 M ⊙ , while the SHMR shows no strong evolution in the similar redshift range at M h ≃ 1 × 10 12 M ⊙ . 4. We calculate the satellite fraction, f sat , for our LBGs at z ∼ 4 and 5. The satellite fractions are fsat = 3 × 10 −3 − 8 × 10 −2 , and smaller in larger stellar mass threshold. 5. We find a tight relation of SF R/Ṁ h − M h showing no significant evolution beyond 0.15 dex in the wide-mass range over z ∼ 4 − 7. This weak evolution suggests that the SF R/Ṁ h − M h relation is a fundamental relation in highredshift (z > ∼ 4) galaxy formation whose star formation activities are regulated by the dark matter mass assembly. Assuming this fundamental relation, we calculate UV luminosity functions and cosmic SFRDs (Madau-Lilly plot) over z = 0 − 10. We find that our calculation results explain the overall evolution of the UV luminosity function very well. Moreover, the cosmic SFRD evolution from our calculation has peaks at z ∼ 2 − 4, agreeing with the one obtained by observations. This agreement suggests that the increase of the SFRD from z ∼ 10 to 4 − 2 is mainly driven by the increase of the halo abundance, and that the decrease of the SFRD from z ∼ 4 − 2 to 0 is explained by the decrease of the dark matter (and gas) accretion rate.
